. Two different rate constants were 361 required to reproduce the experimental spectra. The first one 362 (k P1 ) corresponds to the process that equilibrates P A with P B , 363 while the second one (k P2 ) is responsible of the equilibration of 364 P A /P B with P M .
365
Fitting the data into the corresponding Eyring plots gives the 366 activation parameters: ΔH 1 ⧧ = 11.4 ± 0.4 kcal mol (Figure 4 ).
447
Further Comments on β-Agostic Rhodium Species. metal. As nicely depicted in 488 thus be expected that stronger β-agostic interactions would 489 require higher energy barriers for the "in place rotation", but 490 lower ones for the β-hydrido elimination reaction. Indeed, the 491 stronger a β-agostic interaction is, the closer the structure is to 492 the corresponding transition state for the β-elimination. 493 Accordingly, the data available from DFT calculations for the t3 494 rhodium complexes fit nicely under this perspective (see Table   t3 495 3). + fit well 506 with those expected for a β-agostic complex (Figure 10, left 
